Your IT Career Roadmap

1. Start with:

   LFCA - Linux Foundation Certified IT Associate

2. Continue with certification programs like:

   - Linux Foundation:
     - LFCS
     - LFCE
     - CKA
   - VMware:
     - VCTA
     - VCP
     - VCAP
   - Red Hat:
     - RHCSA
     - RHCE
     - RHCA
   - Azure:
     - Administrator Associate
   - AWS Solutions Architect
   - Oracle Certified Administrator

3. To build a career as...

   - Systems & Infrastructure:
     - Big Data Engineer
     - Cloud Architect
     - Data Analyst
     - Database Admin
     - Site Reliability Engineer
     - System Administrator
     - DevOps Engineer
   - Network & Security:
     - Cybersecurity Analyst
     - DevSecOps Admin
     - Information Analyst
     - Network Administrator
     - NOC Support
     - Security Engineer
     - Tester
   - Software Development:
     - Backend Developer
     - Data Scientist
     - Frontend Developer
     - Fullstack Developer
     - Mobile Apps Developer
     - Project Manager
     - Web Developer